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Club For Five is an A cappella group founded in Helsinki, Finland in the year 2000. 
During its career the band has released nine albums (5 gold-selling albums) and a 
live CD+DVD in Finland. They have reached a high level as a musical operator and 
a renewer of the A cappella genre both in Finland and abroad. During its career Club 
For Five has astonished audiences mainly in Europe and North America where the 
major part of the band's music has also been distributed digitally. In the United 
States their albums have received high reviews and several recognitions at the 
Contemporary A cappella Recording Awards. 
 
Club For Five is known for its lively performances and open-minded approach to 
singing – sometimes even challenging conventional wisdom about the capabilities of 
the human voice. Rooted in Nordic music tradition but strongly influenced by jazz 
and pop the music of five skilled vocalists is full of colors and delightful energy. 
Besides their English repertoire Club For Five – when touring outside Finland – also 
loves to bring pieces of Helsinki with them by including some songs in Finnish. Icy 
cold winter and the haunting landscapes of the North translate naturally into 
beautiful jazz harmonies and etno flavors.  
An American radio podcast called “Mouth Off” has described Club For Five as one of 
the best a cappella groups in the world, a group that does everything and can be 
booked at any festival or any event, for any age group, for any style preference to be 
a total smash, because they're fantastic live and they make such smart choices with 
jazz, rock, funk, classical and electronic music. 
 
In Europe Club For Five has been lead performer in European festivals in e.g. 
Ireland, Slovenia, Turkey, Austria and Scandinavian countries. They tour annually in 
Finland and have given concerts several times in Germany and France. From 2010 
to 2012 the group was the artistic director of the Choral Espoo International Choir 
Festival, performing also as the lead performer alongside with e.g. American groups 
Rockapella and Naturally7. They have performed with The Finnish Radio Symphony 
Orchestra and toured with UMO Jazz Orchestra, one of the leading European big 
bands. Club For Five was also the opening act for the legendary Manhattan Transfer 
on their tour in Finland in 2006.  
 
Club For Five tours annually also in Asia with their world/pop/jazz repertoire, and in 
Finland with their super-famous Christmas program. 
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